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ADDENDUM
 .Volume 193, Number 1 1997 , in Article No. JA966964, ``Row Reducing
Quantum Matrices, the Quantum Determinant, and the Dieudonne Deter-Â
minant,'' by Horia C. Pop, pages 318]339: The paper originally published
did not explicitly explain why the induction proof of the Corollary to
Theorem 4 works in the class of generic quantum matrices.
In this addendum we provide more details and we clarify the induction
w xproof of the corollary to Theorem 4 in HP . In particular, we answer a
question posed to us by H.-J. Schneider and B. Struber private communi-È
.cation concerning the induction step in the proof. In the proof it was not
clear that all matrices which arise in the induction process are in the
previously defined class. We prove in fact that induction works in the class
of generic quantum matrices by showing that our row-reduction of a
generic quantum matrix is again a generic matrix.
In fact, induction can be performed on several other classes of matrices.
Struber figured out that one could do induction in the class of q-matricesÈ
having all the principal q-minors nonzero and I used his formulation in the
w xProof of the corollary to Theorem 4. Alternatively, as I suggested in HP ,
one can also consider those q-matrices which could be specialized to the
identity I; complete details of this argument could be given. However, the
argument we present here is shorter and may be of independent interest.
Recall that for an arbitrary n we used the following notation:
 :The quantum plane: A s k x , . . . , x subject to x x s qx x for all1 n j i i j
i - j.
 : 2The quantum grassmanian plane: B s k j , . . . , j subject to j s 01 n i
for all i and j j s yqj j for all j ) i.i j j i
 . The generic quantum matrices: the ring R s M n s k z ,q 11
:z , . . . , z subject to relations,12 nn
row relations: z z s qz z , for all k - 1,¡ i l i k ik i l
column relations: z z s qz z , for all i - j,jk ik ik jk
~secondary diagonal relations: z z s z z for all i - j and k - l ,Rel : i l jk jk i lq
y1main diagonal relations: z z y z z s q y q z z , .i k jl jl i k i l jk¢ for all i - j and k - l.
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 .We denote by Z the generic matrix z such that z satisfy the relationsi j i j
 .  .Rel of M n . Recall that a generic quantum matrix Z s z is a matrixq q i j
whose entries are subject only to the relations Rel in the preceding, i.e.,q
the row relations, the column relations, and the main and secondary
diagonal relations. If supplementary relations hold, we call the matrix a
 . wnongeneric quantum matrix. It is well known and we have shown in HP,
x  :p. 324 and p. 327 that R s k z , z , . . . , z , the ring of quantum11 12 nn
matrices is a Noetherian domain because it is an iterated Ore extension.
Therefore the mutiplicative system of nonzero elements satisfies the left
 . and right Ore condition, and we denote by D its total ring of left and
.right fractions.
We now show that induction works in the class of generic matrices, we
do this by using an argument involving partial specialization. We shall
 .need the following result, showing that we have a ring of left and right
 y1:  y1:fractions with denominators in z : z R s R z : D.11 11 11
 m4LEMMA 1. The multiplicati¨ e subset of all positi¨ e powers z satis-11 mG 0
fies the Ore condition in R.
Proof. Since we already know that R can be embedded in the skew
field D, we only need to prove the following condition which is equivalent
 w x x.to the Ore condition cf. PC , Chap. 1 : for any x g R and natural
number m one can find y g R and a natural number p such that
xzym s zyp y.11 11
By induction it is enough to look at m s 1. Since an arbitrary x g R is a
sum of monomials in the z s we may assume x s z . All we need then arei j i j
the following relations, which are a direct consequence of the defining
relations of quantum matrices:
Row relations: z zy1 s qy1 zy1 z for all i ) 11 i 11 11 1 i
Column relations: z zy1 s qy1 zy1 z for all j ) 1j1 11 11 j1
y1 y2  y1 . y2 .Main diagonal relations: z z s z z z y q y q q z z fori j 11 11 11 i j i1 1 j
all i ) 1, j ) 1
LEMMA 2. The set of all monomials z m11 ? z m12 . . . z m n n with m an11 12 nn 11
arbitrary integer and m positi¨ e integers, form a linear basis for the ring ofi j
 y1:  y1:fractions z R s R z : D.11 11
 y1:Proof. To prove that any element in z R can be written as a sum of11
such monomials we need only prove it for monomials. We order the zi j
lexicographically and reason by induction. In each monomial, for any
product of two neighboring elements z not in increasing lexicographici j
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order use the defining relations of quantum matrices or the relations used
in the previous lemma. This way, one can write any monomial as a sum of
monomials with products in increasing lexicographical order in the form
m11 m12 m n n z ? z . . . z with m an integer and m positive integers for i ) 1,11 12 nn 11 i j
.j ) 1 . To prove the uniqueness of such an expression, factor out to the
left the lowest power of z and use the fact that the monomials z m11 ?11 11
z m12 . . . z m n n with all m positive integers form a basis of the domain R.12 nn i j
PROPOSITION. If Z is a generic quantum matrix, Z9 is obtained from Z by
clearing up all the positions in the first column except the first one by using
elementary row transformations Z0 is obtained from Z9 be deleting the first
 .  .row and first column; then Z0 is a generic n y 1 by n y 1 quantum
matrix.
Proof. Specialize the elements of the first row and first column of Z
only, all going to 0 except for the diagonal element going to 1, i.e., z s 1,11
z s 0, z s 0 for i, j not equal to 1. It is trivial to check that the row,1 i j1
column, and diagonal relations are satisfied by this specialization, so the
specialization is well defined if restricted to R. Lemma 1 shows that it is
 .  y1:well defined on the left ring of fractions R z , too. An alternative11
argument for well-definedness is to use Lemma 2.
 .  .  .Then Z0 specializes to the generic n y 1 by n y 1 matrix z , for i,i j
j G 2, which is the right-bottom corner of the original generic matrix Z,
therefore Z0 itself is generic.
It follows then that the induction works because it can be applied to Z0,
which is a generic quantum matrix of lower dimension.
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